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RA RE Numerology 
Universal System

RA RE total SIX in numerology but when 

placed in a 12 letter-system equals 9.

A
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created solely of and by CyberRev.Com 19/06/2021 
and must NOT be copied, altered or used online or 

offline without permission, link or reference to 
CyberRev.Com worldwide. 

Universal Power of Numerology

Everything on planet Earth and of the Universe is 
mathematical. A house and all of its components and 
contents are all mathematical. 

The vehicle or car you drive is mathematical and even 
nature of flowers or a tree which grows by the length of its 
root is mathematical. 

The cosmos of all planets i.e. moon, stars, seasons, 
clouds and even how much rain the Earth is allowed are 
all mathematical. 

This is the real secret LAW of knowledge, wisdom and 
universal intelligence. This is what the man-made world 
on Earth does NOT want you or I to study or know. 

This is why they keep you ignorant and entertained with 
religions, gadgets, games, music, rap, rock, drugs, 
gangs, twerking, social media selfies and information 
overload.

I have spent years into decades studying what are the 
secrets of the Universe and NOT even the law of 
attraction comes anywhere close to the universal power 
and secrets of universal numerology. 
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How did CyberRev.Com discover this universal 
system?

I just lost my dearest loved-one and best friend and I  
have been spending time in reflection, prayers, 
meditation most days in the Forest with nature and the 
Creator alone. 

Then on the morning of the 19/06/21 which is 3 in 
numerology the Creator spoke to me and said today is 
TRINITY day. He knows I always carry a pen and paper 
and so I wrote this down and then HE said Asar, Aset, 
Heru day. 

He also knows I am preparing and waiting for the Full 
Moon Eclipse on June 24, 2021 and I also know the 
Moon since the 10th of June has been at close to ZERO 
illumination and will only be at 100% illumination on the 
24th of June, 2021. 

This is a VERY special Full Moon Eclipse for more 
reasons than one to me and the world as illumination is 
also reflective of hope, desire, belief, completion, 
transition, transformation etc even for those who have 
passed over into the afterlife. 

 



So HE then said I am going to give you the keys to 'My 
Kingdom' and HE sure did and the system took hours writing, 
calculating and going over old notes and writings until it 
concluded with the above universal numerology system of 9. 

To calculate one can use this numerology table provided by 
http://www.naturesworkshop.co.uk/ 
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This will teach you to calculate numerology letters and 
numbers, but also bear in mind the universe calculates 
everything including each of our lives in many, many 
different ways, daily but numerology is definitely the 
foundational key. You will need to answer 'additional' 
questions to receive answers to your past, present and 
future. 

So why is Numerology not taught in schools or 
Churches?

To be honest it is hidden, most probably on the outside or 
secretly on the walls or inside. Try to understand most 
things universal, powerful, good or right are HIDDEN from 
the citizens or population of Earth or world. 

http://www.naturesworkshop.co.uk/


Do you agree or believe this is so? If not, take a good look at 
most pictures of man-made jesus do you see the SUN behind his 
head? Or do you see the Pope or Vatican raising the SUN as their 
communion, staff or rod?
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CybeRev.Com has all the evidence one could wish to 
research. read or study regardless of what religion, 
denomination or belief you claim or belong.  There is only ONE 
CREATOR and he is the SUN not son.

The above RA-RE system can also be used to calculate your 
past, present and future. Though you cannot do this without a 
specialist or someone who has been trained of and by the 
Universe not world. 

I am offering a holistic, spiritual, professional and universal RA-
RE service to you for only 99.00 GBP to calculate deeply into 
your past, present and future. All you have to do is REGISTER 
here now worldwide in English only. - CyberRev.Com

https://www.infogurushop.com/
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